Comment in support of Accountable Tech’s rulemaking petition to ban surveillance advertising

January 26, 2022

Federal Trade Commission
Washington, D.C. 20580

Re: Docket No. FTC-2021-0070

Honorable members of the Federal Trade Commission:

Ranking Digital Rights (RDR) is a non-profit research and advocacy program at New America that works to advance freedom of expression and privacy on the internet by establishing global standards and incentives for companies to respect and protect the human rights of internet users and their communities. We carry out this mission by researching and analyzing the commitments, policies, and practices of major global digital platforms and telecommunication firms based on international human rights standards.\(^1\) In addition to our research, we also advocate for laws and public policies that safeguard the fundamental rights of online users and their communities.\(^2\) This includes reforms to corporate activities that undermine individual autonomy and agency in the digital environment. RDR welcomes the opportunity to submit a comment to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) in support of Accountable Tech’s petition for rulemaking to ban surveillance advertising.

The negative externalities associated with the operation of “Big Tech” platforms are well documented. Data privacy violations,\(^3\) rampant surveillance,\(^4\) discriminatory algorithmic

---

\(^1\) For more on our corporate accountability index please visit [http://rankingdigitalrights.org](http://rankingdigitalrights.org).

\(^2\) *Our Principles*, Ranking Digital Rights (last accessed January 26, 2022), [https://rankingdigitalrights.org/about/principles/](https://rankingdigitalrights.org/about/principles/).


systems, and anticompetitive practices by the ad tech sector’s largest players illustrate the range of issues under examination at this time. In responding to the industry’s various dysfunctions, the FTC should focus on structural factors that facilitate these forms of corporate abuse, specifically ubiquitous user surveillance, exploitative industry advertising practices, and the associated algorithmic systems that shape people’s online experiences. After extensive research, stakeholder consultations and policy analysis, RDR has concluded that the surveillance advertising business model is inherently at odds with civil and human rights, liberal democracy, and the public interest. To this end, we urge the FTC to ban surveillance-based advertising through rule-making.

In 2020 we produced a set of reports titled “It’s the Business Model,” a comprehensive analysis on the subject. Using empirical evidence from our previous study of the targeted advertising and algorithmic systems of major technology and telecommunications firms, in addition to years of data from our annual Corporate Accountability Index, we argued that “the companies’ failure to staunch the flow of problematic content and disinformation online is rooted in these systems and the surveillance-based business models that they serve.” This is a business model that Harvard Business School Professor Shoshanna Zuboff has notably referred to as “surveillance capitalism,” an extractive corporate logic characterized by the neverending drive to collect and monetize user data.

Our first report in the It’s the Business Model series detailed the relationship between surveillance-based business models and the healthy functioning of democracy, explaining how digital platforms reliant on algorithmically-driven advertising systems contributed to civic dysfunction during the early months of the 2020 presidential election. The second report

---

7 It’s the Business Model: How Big Tech’s Profit Machine is Distorting the Public Sphere and Threatening Democracy, Ranking Digital Rights (last accessed January 26, 2022), https://rankingdigitalrights.org/its-the-business-model/.
expanded this research to the context of the coronavirus pandemic, identifying how digital platforms’ quest for user growth and engagement facilitated the spread of misinformation and limited their willingness and ability to fully address the issue. The corrosive effects of platform operations on democracy, social cohesion, and user privacy become clearer with each passing day as prominent scholars and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) increasingly sound the alarm. Summarizing these concerns in recent testimony given to the House of Representatives’ Energy and Commerce Committee on “Holding Big Tech Accountable,” Dr. Nathalie Maréchal, Senior Policy and Partnerships Manager at RDR, underlined that a “business model that relies on the violation of rights will necessarily lead to products/behaviors that create and amplify harms.”

RDR’s position on this issue is emblematic of a growing global movement to rein in the surveillance advertising business model. In an expansive 2019 report, Amnesty International laid out the human rights costs of Big Tech’s economic model, underlining that “the surveillance-based business model is incompatible with the right to privacy and poses a serious threat to a range of other human rights.” Other NGOs, including Human Rights Watch, European Digital

---


Rights, and Fairplay have also drawn attention to the issue. In March 2021, RDR joined more than 50 other civil society organizations calling for a ban on surveillance advertising. More recently, in the European Union, members of the European Parliament voted to curb surveillance advertising practices as part of negotiations surrounding the Digital Services Act. An international coalition of more than 100 civil society groups applauded the measures.

There is also a public constituency for reform. In a 2019 survey of citizens from nine countries, Amnesty International showed that “Seven in ten people (73%) want[ed] governments to do more to regulate Big Tech, with a clear majority (71%) worried about how tech companies collect and use their personal data.” A November 2021 Washington Post poll of American adults similarly revealed that 64% of respondents thought the government should do more to regulate privacy issues. In addition, 74% felt that the data collection practices of social media companies were “an unjustified use of people’s private information.” Business leaders in Europe also disfavor the surveillance advertising of Big Tech firms. In January 2022, Amnesty International and Global Witness polled small and medium-sized business owners in France and Germany, finding that “79% of respondents felt that large online platforms – such as Facebook and Google – should face increased regulation of how they use personal data to target users while advertising online.”

To understand how the business models of digital platforms facilitate online harms, it is necessary to describe how economic incentives for platform scale and user engagement lead to problematic platform design choices, lax platform policy enforcement, and privacy-infringing surveillance practices.

---

Despite public-minded missions to create “a global community,” advertising-supported digital platforms justify their quest for scale on the basis that more users lead to higher advertising revenues. The largest services boast staggering numbers of users. Facebook itself has nearly 3 billion global users with almost 300 million located in the United States. YouTube is the next-biggest with a world-wide user base of nearly 2.3 billion. Once a platform company establishes a base of active users, it must keep them engaged. There is a simple economic explanation for this: the more time a user spends on the service, the more ads that can be delivered to them, and the more money a platform makes. Generally, platforms increase the time a user spends on a service by modifying the platforms’ design and tweaking the artificial intelligence (AI) systems that curate content. Attention to this practice came to a head in fall of 2021 when Facebook Whistleblower Frances Haugen leaked internal company documents to the Wall Street Journal. As reporting detailed, in 2018 Facebook made policy and design changes to the platform in order to boost engagement among users. Publicly, Facebook gave a different reason for the updates, explaining that the changes were meant to facilitate “meaningful social interactions,” a poorly defined company metric. Problematically, the updates increased the visibility of “misinformation, toxicity, and violent content.” Despite this outcome, CEO Mark Zuckerberg was loath to correct course for fear it would reduce user engagement—and advertising revenue. This example, perhaps more than any other, illustrates how advertising incentives shape platform design and policy decisions.

After establishing plans for growth and engagement, platform companies monetize their audiences. For services like Facebook and YouTube, this occurs through the sale of advertising space on their services. Advertisers are drawn to these firms for their microtargeting capabilities, the practice of using “people’s data… to segment them into small groups for content targeting.” Far from a benign marketing strategy, microtargeting depends on systematic and pervasive violations of user privacy. This harmful business model now supports a significant portion of the industry. As media scholar Sarah Myers West (now an advisor to FTC Chair Lina Khan) underlines, an entire sector of the economy is “premised on the collection of personal data.”

---

and commoditization of user data—one in which user privacy is the price of entry for all online experiences..."\(^34\) There can be no targeting without surveillance.\(^35\) Microtargeting has also been implicated in several federal lawsuits against tech platforms.\(^36\) Federal Election Commissioner Ellen L. Weintraub has previously called for a ban on microtargeting for political ads, explaining how such restrictions would enhance political transparency and accountability, and curb misinformation.\(^37\) Ultimately, banning microtargeting for political ads is a weak intervention beset with its own limitations. In particular, it is extremely difficult to define what, exactly, is a political ad, and enforcing such distinctions is fraught.\(^38\) Additionally, a narrow ban on microtargeting political advertising overlooks both the risks associated with commercial advertising and the fact that the bulk of misinformation comes from “organic” or unpaid content.

Surveillance advertising is harmful to users, distorts the effective functioning of the technology sector (as evidenced in Accountable Tech’s petition), and threatens democracy itself. While regulation short of a full ban, as has been proposed in the EU’s Digital Services Act, would be preferable to the status quo, we believe that only a full ban on surveillance advertising will protect consumers, eliminate perverse incentive structures for very large online platforms, and correct market failures in the online advertising industry.

For these reasons we support Accountable Tech’s petition for rulemaking calling for a ban on surveillance advertising. Their petition rightly calls attention to the troubling set of market-oriented harms that arise from the business models of the sector’s largest players. Banning surveillance-based advertising is an urgent public policy concern in need of remedy. Whether this comes through FTC rulemaking or legislation (such as the Banning Surveillance Advertising Act introduced earlier this month),\(^39\) the time to act is now.


Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to engaging with the FTC on this matter, and can be reached via email at policy@rankingdigitalrights.org.
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